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Test the glue / iron / fabric combi 1 Cut the glue film in 
the middle. 2 Place the shiny (glue) side on a part of the 
fabric. 3 Iron on low temperature for 15 seconds. 4 Peel the 
paper off. (If the glue isn’t fixed to the fabric then increase 
the heat a bit, and repeat.) 5 Fold the fabric double and 6 
iron again, but now for 20 seconds. Let it cool down and 7 
test if the fabric is well connected. If not, increase the heat 
a bit and repeat the process. Remember the heat settings.
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Each disposable filter 1 

consists of 3 layers: PP80 
gram, Viscose60 gram, PP20 
gram. Don’t mix them up. 
2 Stitch the 3 sides to connect 
the layers. 3 Fold the filter, 
and 4  stitch the mid-front line 
on the PP20 (soft) side.5 Turn 
the filter, 6 and done. Repeat 
for the other 2 filters.
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Glue the ears (Same process as 2, but now the real deal.) 1 Po-
sition the glue around the inner ear part. 2 Iron with the settings 
you just learned for 15 seconds. 3 Peel the paper off. 4 Fold the 
fabric, precisely double and 7 iron again, but now for 20 seconds. 
Cool down and 6 test if the fabric is well connected. If not, higher 
the heat a bit and repeat the process. 7 Same for the other ear.
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Stitch in the mid front 1 Fold the mask. 2 Stitch the seam 
with a lock or stretch stitch. 3 Knot the yarn for more durability.
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Place the masks together 
1 Position the seams of both 
pieces on top of each other.  
2 Slide the corner of the fil-
ter between the two layers of 
fabric. 3 The Fashion Filter is 
ready to be worn.
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DIY KIT, to make 
#thefashionfilter 
version 200407

MORE INFO AND ORDERS 
www.labeledby.com
Check @thefashionfilter on 
Instagram for latest updates
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